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SPE is an IDE python with automatic indentation and completion, call tips, coloring syntax, viewer, class explorer, original index, todo list, pycrust shell, file browsers, drag'drop, blender support. Spe ships with wxGlade, PyChecker and Kiki. Page 2 Ranking: (0 out of 1 people found this review useful) Page 3 About OSDN
Site Announce OSDN Privacy Terms of Use Sponsored By Site Sponsors Find Search Software Find by Category Rating Project Development Software Help Documents Contact us Report Abuse/Spam Page 4 About OSDN Site Announce OSDN Privacy Terms of Use Sponsors Site Find Search Software By Category
Spam Page 5 About OSDN Site Announce OSDN Privacy Terms of Use Site Sponsors Find Search Software Find by Category Ranking Project Development Software Help Help Us Report Abuse/Spam Page 6 About OSDN Site Announce OSDN Privacy Terms of Use Site Sponsors Find Search Software Find by
Category Project Development Software Help ,Call tips, coloring syntax, viewer, class researcher, original index, todo list, pycrust shell, file browsers, drag'drop, blender support. Spe ships with wxGlade, PyChecker and Kiki. Python Editor Stani is a free software application from another subcategory that includes the
graphic application category. The app is currently available in English and it was last updated at 2006-10-24. The program can be installed on 32-bit MS Windows (95/98) 32-bit MS Windows (NT/2000/XP) All BSD platforms (FreeBSD/NetBSD/OpenBSD/Apple Mac OS X) OS Fin Xk (Mac X) FreeBSD Linux Win2K
WinXPBS NetPX OS Independent (written on interpreting) OpenBS SolarD SolarDSisis. Stani's Python editor (version 0.8.2) is available for download from our website. Just click the green download button above to start. So far, the program has been downloaded 2,584 times. We've already checked that the download
link will be secure, but for your own protection, we recommend that you scan the downloaded software with your antivirus. Publisher pythonide.stani.be Released Date 2006-10-24 English Language Category Graphic Apps Subcategory Another file size Total downloads 2584 License Model Free Price N/A Here you can
find changelog Python Editor Stani since it was posted on our website for 2015-04-27. The latest version is 0.8.2 and has been updated for soft112.com 2019-10-01. See the changes below in each version: Multiple corrections and updates RELATED PROGRAMS Our recommendations Each developer has their own set
of preferences when looking for the appropriate set of tools they will when creating their own programs, and this is especially true when it comes to deciding which IDE to go for. Those who want to write code and make Python-based software have several options at their disposal among them is the editor of Python Stani.
Built to ensure all the features one would expect form a full-fledged integrated development environment (IDE), this piece of kit comes with quite a few goodies. First of all, he is designed to act as a code editor, and he has everything a professional would expect from such a program. There are numerous features packed
inside Python's editor Stani, so he can take care of just about any task related to coding, editing and management. The built-in researcher class and Python browser will make it easier to find bits of code and components that need to be integrated into the project in development. Pulling support and integrating the
PyCrust shell will help you do tasks faster and more accurately. A feature that distinguishes the Python editor from other similar tools is support for Blender. What's more, the package has a special 3D object browser, and another useful feature is the ability to work inside Blender.System requirementsfull python 2.3
wxpython 2.6 Blender 2.35 (optional) Editor Of Syntax Coloring Uml Spectator Python Editor Syntax Coloring SPE is a python IDE with auto retreat completion, Call tips, coloring syntax, viewer, class researcher, source index, todo list, pycrust shell, file browsers, drag'drop, blender support. Spe ships with wxGlade,
PyChecker and Kiki. Spe on Mac OsX Uml View python file Project Administrators: Page 2SPE is a python IDE with auto indentation completion, call tips, syntax coloring, uml viewer, class researcher, source index, todo list, pycrust shell, file browsers, drag'drop, blender support. Spe ships with wxGlade, PyChecker and
Kiki. Spe on Mac OsX Uml View python file project administrators: SPE and Steny Python Editor Homepage: Files can be found by phone: According to the blog Stani cached Google: SPE is looking for a new web hosting Looks like hosting problems have been solved in some way. SPE is currently developed at Ubuntu.
CategoryIntegratedDevelopmentEnvironment Semantic Scholar uses AI to extract articles that are important to the topic. I started developing SPE when I was still using Windows back in 2002. Using Python and wxPython, I hoped the spe would run smoothly across all platforms. It was wishful thinking. Fortunately, the
community intervened: Linux users started sending me patches and Mac users raised money to buy me a Mac Mini. Years ago I switched to Ubuntu and at that moment I felt joy not choosing a technology that locks you in the same platform. Later, I started developing Phatch (Photo Batch Processor) and used my SPE
experience to polish if for Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. I took care of spreading it well on Linux by getting it in major repositories (Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora, Arch, Suse,...). To I didn't have enough time for proper distribution on Mac OS X and Windows. I'm happy to announce that that's going to change. Along with
Alramli (another Phatch developer) we have delved deeper into the theme of developing and distributing cross-platform applications. We have come to the conclusion that the study takes longer than the implementation of the code. So we are ready to share our knowledge during our performance at Pycon to save you
from hair-pulling behavior. We learned that Python solves 90% of the cross-platform problem for you, but that the remaining 10% can be tricky. In our conversation, we learn the finger on a few painful questions and offer solutions, hoping that they will save you time and disappointment. We prepared a report by writing a
paper (sketch here) which is much more extensive than the 30 minutes of conversation will allow us. We have developed a talk to give you a good overview and to get you started. I sent a document to review some people whom I have a lot of respect for. These were some reactions: Great document, I learned new
things from it! Peter Ogarovsky (Debian Python Application Package Team) It is a pity that I can not attend PyCon. Anyway, the topics you describe in the paper are rarely analyzed in such depth, and I believe that the entire community will benefit from your presentation. The fun part is properly packing and distributing
apps on multiple platforms can be a deep nightmare, and what you have on paper is a great example of how to avoid most hair pulling bugs in this. We will use wxPython as an example of GUI tools, but the principles are valid for other tools. Our target audience is programmers who already have some experience on the
same platform, but wonder how everything can be implemented on other platforms. Creating a cross-platform application platform is the most efficient way to scale a user base. Instead of making any bullet point slides, we did our best to make the slides visually entertaining. So even if our voices suddenly turn off, you
have something to see. As an spe author I made sure that all code slides have quite a syntax highlight. The combination of pigments with Inkscape rocks! I hope to see you on our conversation on Friday 02:55 pm and Centennial II ! This is a Linux app called Stanis Python Editor, the latest release of which can be
downloaded as SPE-0.8.2.a-wx2.6.1.0-no_setup.zip. It can be launched online by free hosting provider OnWorks for workstations. Download and run online this app called Stanis Python Editor with OnWorks for free. Follow these instructions in order to launch this app: - 1. Downloaded this app in your computer. - 2.
Enter our file manager the username you want. - 3. Download this app in such a file exchange. - 4. Run OnWorks Linux online or online emulator or the MACOS emulator online from this website. B. With OnWorks Linux OS you just started, goto our file manager with the username what you want. - 6. Download
Download set it up and run it. Download App Run's Ubuntu Run's Fedora Run's Widow Sim Run in MACOS Sim SCREENSHOTS: Stanis Python Editor DESCRIPTION: SPE is a python IDE with auto indentation completion, call tips, syntax coloring, uml viewing, class explorer, source index, todo list, pycrust shell, file
browsers, drag.. Spe ships with wxGlade, PyChecker and Kiki.Advanced end users, developers, end users/ DesktopUser interfaceGnome, Win32 (MS Windows), KDE, Cocoa (MacOS X), wxWidgets, carbon (Mac OS X)Programming LanguagePython is an application that can also be extracted from . It was posted in
OnWorks in order to be launched online in an easy way from one of our free operating systems. System. stani's python editor download. stani's python editor ubuntu install. spe ide stani's python editor for windows
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